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Our
Products

DYAYAN specializes in three main areas:
- Manufacturing of Dry Chemical Powders
- Manufacturing of Foam Concentrates
- Project designing, assembly and maintenance of Fire Safety Systems.
We supply specialized and customized solutions to our clients coming from
various industries. Some of the main industries that we service include Aviation,
Petrochemical and Military Industry, as well as Production and Commercial Sites,
Fire Brigades, Maritime Industry, Tourism Industry, Railway Industry, Security and
Safety Industry.
Our foams and dry chemicals fall into four different categories: Premium,
Gold, Economic and Eco. They are designed in a way to best suit the specific
needs and requirements of the different types of customers.
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Extinguishing
Agents

Engineering

1. Fire Extinguishing
Systems
3. Fire Alarm Systems
4. Smoke Vent Systems
5. Passive Protection

1. Dry Chemical Powder
CARBO I BC
HIMIFOS I ABC

2.Fire Fighting Foam
DIMILEX

1. Fire Extinguishers
2. Fire Hoses
3. Fire Cabinets
4. Firefighting equipment
5. Firefighting clothes

Equipment
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All of our products are separated into four different lines, depending on the
quality, extinguishing power, expiry date and the bundled services.
Depending on what our customers value most, they can find it in the offering
of one of our product lines.

Premium Line

The products in this product line suite you and your business best if you put
highest priority on High Quality, Effectivity and Efficiency.
By applying the absolute highest standards in the industry our PremiumLine
products ensure and provide:
1) Maximum storage life, extended by proper storage,
2) Lowest extinguishing time,
3) Properties which do not allow any further inflammation of the burning
materials,
4) Payment terms customized with the customer’s needs,
5) Possibility to extend the shelf life of the product after a laboratory test after the
expiration date,
6) Option to buy back the powder after the expiry date, provided that the powder
was bought from us,
7) With every next order from us, the client has special privileges- % discount on
new purchased quantity.
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GoldLine
Our GoldLine products provide above industry average quality of the
products bundled with a mixture of free services to ensure you will receive
maximum value and satisfaction from your investment.
All of the products are field tested by professional fire fighters, who use
them in real life situations on regular basis. The quality of the products and the
satisfaction of the professionals in the firefighting industry are expressed with the
references we have received from international fire brigades, military bases,
international

airports,

commercial

businesses

and

other

highly

satisfied

customers.

EconomyLine

As we strive to provide you, our customer, with the most complete and
complex solutions, we have come up with our new EconomyLine, which offers you
the best prices in the market.
The products cover all quality standards but are also designed and developed
to provide maximum efficiency for the lowest price.
If you put emphasis on economy and search for best deal solutions send us
your inquiry now to receive more information on our offers and special prices.
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EcoLine
As a part of our values, respect and thoughtfulness for the environment are a
priority for us!
For those who share in our beliefs we have designed the EcoLine products.
Our EcoLine products are produced in an eco-friendly way and also have a
positive impact for the environment when used or disposed of.
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Dry
Chemical
Powders

CARBO I BC GRIM PremiumLine
DESCRIPTION

CARBO® I BC GRIM is a siliconized potassium sulphate based dry chemical
powder, that is suitable for use on either Class B or C type fires, as well as fires
with electrical voltage up to 35 kV.

During the manufacturing process, it is

treated with flow promoting and moisture repellent additives and particle size
distribution is controlled. Extinguishing powder CARBO® I BC GRIM has a long
shelf life in original package and is suitable for charging fire extinguishers,
fixed powder fire extinguishing systems and fire fighting vehicles. It is suitable
for use on fires involving flammable liquid fires (Class B) and flammable gases
(Class C). CARBO® I BC GRIM powder is white in color.
IMPORTANT FEATURES

- Certified according to EN 615
- Possibility of manufacturing according to customer requirements
- High efficiency
- Environment friendly

APPLICATION

Applicable in the following industries – Fire safety departments, Military
industry, Oil & Gas industry, Aviation industry, Maritime industry, Railway
industry, Petrochemical industry, Automotive industry
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FOAM COMPATIBILITY

CARBO® I BC GRIM dry chemical powder is considered foam compatible.

STORAGE

CARBO® I BC GRIM dry chemical powders are formulated for storage 5 /five/
years.

PRODUCT NAME
MAIN INGREDIENTS %

CARBO® I BC GRIM 80

CARBO® I BC GRIM 90

Potassium sulphate

Potassium sulphate

80 ± 3,0

90 ± 3,0

 0,25

 0,25

MOISTURE, %
BULK DENSITY G/CM3

0,97 ± 0,07

0,97 ± 0,07

SIEVE ANALYSIS,%

Particles under 40 μm

84 ± 8

/TESTED ACC. ANNEX C,

Particles under 63 μm

92 ± 8

METHOD 1/
TEMPERATURE

Particles under 125 μm
-

600

С÷

+1400

С

95 ÷ 100
-

600

С ÷ +1400 С

RESISTANCE 0C
EXTINGUISHING

144 В

EFFICIENCY
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183 В

HIMIFOS® I ABC-E PremiumLine
DESCRIPTION

HIMIFOS® I ABC-Е is a multipurpose, monoammonium phosphate based, dry
chemical powder that is treated with flow promoting and moisture repellent
additives during manufacturing. Extinguishing powder HIMIFOS® I ABC-Е has a
long shelf life in original package and is suitable for charging fire extinguishers,
fixed powder fire extinguishing systems and fire fighting vehicles. It is very
effective on fires involving ordinary combustible materials such as wood, paper,
cotton, rubber, many types of plastics as well as fires involving flammable
liquids and energized electrical equipment up to 35 kV. Because of its versatility,
HIMIFOS® I ABC-Е is most suitable for use on combination fires involving Class
A, B or C type fires together. HIMIFOS® I ABC-Е can be produced in yellow, blue
and purple color.

IMPORTANT FEATURES

- Certified according to EN 615
- Possibility of manufacturing according to customer requirements
- High efficiency
- Environment friendly

APPLICATION

Applicable in the following industries – fire brigades, military industry, oil & gas
industry, aviation industry, railway industry, petrochemical industry, wood
processing industry, textile industry, processing of rubber and plastic products,
automotive industry

EXTINGUISHING

When HIMIFOS® I ABC-Е dry chemical powder is introduced directly into the fire

MECHANISM

area it causes the fire to go out by forming a barrier (coating) that eliminates
oxygen and thereby completes the extinguishing process and prevents
reignition.

FOAM COMPATIBILITY

HIMIFOS® I ABC-Е dry chemical powder is considered foam compatible.

STORAGE

HIMIFOS® I ABC-Е dry chemical powders are formulated for storage 5 /five/
years.

LIMITATIONS

Per NFPA Standard 10 Portable Fire Extinguishers, ABC dry chemical powder is
not recommended for use on fires involving cooking grease or vegetable oils.
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CAUTION

Never mix monoammonium phosphate based fire-extinguishing agents with
bicarbonate-based agents in any fire extinguisher due to a chemical reaction
that may occur.
Custom formulations including variations in the monoammonium phosphate
content of the ABC dry chemical are available upon request.

PRODUCT NAME
MAIN INGREDIENTS %

MOISTURE, %
BULK DENSITY G/CM3

HIMIFOS® I ABC-Е 70

HIMIFOS® I ABC-Е 80

monoammonium phosphate

monoammonium phosphate

70 ± 2,0

80 ± 3,0

ammonium sulphate

ammonium sulphate

20 ÷ 28

13,5 ÷ 17,0



0,25



0,25

0,90 ± 0,07

0,90 ± 0,07

SIEVE ANALYSIS,%

Particles under 40 μm

20 ± 8

/TESTED ACC. ANNEX C,

Particles under 63 μm

30 ± 8

Particles under 125 μm

20 ± 5

- 600 С ÷ +800 С

- 600 С ÷ +800 С

EXTINGUISHING

27 A

34 A

EFFICIENCY

144 В

183 В

METHOD 1/
TEMPERATURE
RESISTANCE
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CARBO® I BC-Е GoldLine
DESCRIPTION

CARBO® I BC-Е is a siliconized potassium sulphate based dry chemical, that is
suitable for use on either Class B or C type fires, as well as fires with electrical
voltage up to 35 kV. During the manufacturing process, it is treated with flow
promoting and moisture repellent additives and particle size distribution is
controlled. Extinguishing powder CARBO® I BC-Е has a long shelf life in original
package and is suitable for charging fire extinguishers, fixed powder fire
extinguishing systems and fire fighting vehicles. It is suitable for use on fires
involving flammable liquid fires (Class B) and flammable gases (Class C). CARBO®
I BC-Е powder is white in color.

IMPORTANT FEATURES

- Certified according to EN 615
- Possibility of manufacturing according to customer requirements
- High efficiency
- Environment friendly

APPLICATION

Applicable in the following industries – Oil & Gas industry, Aviation industry,
Maritime industry, Railway industry, Petrochemical industry, Automotive industry

FOAM COMPATIBILITY

CARBO® I BC-Е dry chemical powder is considered foam compatible.

STORAGE

CARBO® I BC-Е dry chemical powders are formulated for storage 5 /five/ years.

PRODUCT NAME
MAIN INGREDIENTS %

CARBO® I BC-E 20

CARBO® I BC-E 30

CARBO® I BC-E 40

Potassium sulphate

Potassium sulphate

Potassium sulphate

20 ± 1,5

30 ± 2,0

40 ± 2,0

MOISTURE, %

≤ 0,25

BULK DENSITY G/CM3

≤ 0,25

0,97 ± 0,07

≤ 0,25

0,97 ± 0,07

0,97 ± 0,07

SIEVE ANALYSIS,%

Particles under 40 μm

84 ± 8

/TESTED ACC. ANNEX C,

Particles under 63 μm

92 ± 8

METHOD 1/
TEMPERATURE

Particles under 125 μm
-

60oC

÷

+140oC

95 ÷ 100
-

60oC

÷

+140oC

- 60oC ÷ +140oC

RESISTANCE 0C
EXTINGUISHING

89 A

EFFICIENCY
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89 A

89 A

HIMIFOS® I ABC-E GoldLine
ESCRIPTION

HIMIFOS® I ABC-Е is a multipurpose, monoammonium phosphate based, dry
chemical powder that is treated with flow promoting and moisture repellent
additives during manufacturing. Extinguishing powder HIMIFOS® I ABC-Е has a
long shelf life in original package and is suitable for charging fire extinguishers,
fixed powder fire extinguishing systems and fire fighting vehicles. It is very
effective on fires involving ordinary combustible materials such as wood, paper,
cotton, rubber, many types of plastics as well as fires involving flammable liquids
and energized electrical equipment up to 35 kV. Because of its versatility,
HIMIFOS® I ABC-Е is most suitable for use on combination fires involving Class A,
B or C type fires together. HIMIFOS® I ABC-Е can be produced in yellow, blue and
purple color.

IMPORTANT FEATURES

- Certified according to EN 615
- Possibility of manufacturing according to customer requirements
- High efficiency
- Environment friendly

APPLICATION

Applicable in the following industries – fire brigades, military industry, oil & gas
industry, aviation industry, railway industry, petrochemical industry, wood
processing industry, textile industry, processing of rubber and plastic products,
automotive industry

EXTINGUISHING

When HIMIFOS® I ABC-Е dry chemical powder is introduced directly into the fire

MECHANISM

area it causes the fire to go out by forming a barrier (coating) that eliminates
oxygen and thereby completes the extinguishing process and prevents
reignition.

FOAM COMPATIBILITY

HIMIFOS® I ABC-Е dry chemical powder is considered foam compatible.

STORAGE

HIMIFOS® I ABC-Е dry chemical powders are formulated for storage 5 /five/
years.

LIMITATIONS

Per NFPA Standard 10 Portable Fire Extinguishers, ABC dry chemical powder is
not recommended for use on fires involving cooking grease or vegetable oils.
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CAUTION

Never mix monoammonium phosphate based fire-extinguishing agents with
bicarbonate-based agents in any fire extinguisher due to a chemical reaction
that may occur.
Custom formulations including variations in the monoammonium phosphate
content of the ABC dry chemical are available upon request.

PRODUCT NAME
MAIN INGREDIENTS %

HIMIFOS® I ABC-Е 20

HIMIFOS® I ABC-Е 30

HIMIFOS® I ABC-Е 40

monoammonium

monoammonium

monoammonium

phosphate

phosphate

phosphate

20 ± 2,0

30 ± 2,0

40 ± 2,0

ammonium sulphate

ammonium sulphate

ammonium sulphate

64 ÷ 74

54 ÷ 64

44 ÷ 54

 0,25

 0,25

 0,25

MOISTURE, %
BULK DENSITY G/CM3

0,90 ± 0,07

0,90 ± 0,07

0,90 ± 0,07

SIEVE ANALYSIS,%

Particles under 40 μm

20 ± 8

/TESTED ACC. ANNEX C,

Particles under 63 μm

30 ± 8

METHOD 1/
TEMPERATURE

Particles under 125 μm
-

60oC

÷+

80oC

20 ± 5
-

60oC

÷+

80oC

- 60oC ÷ + 80oC

RESISTANCE 0C
EXTINGUISHING
EFFICIENCY
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113 В

113 В
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HIMIFOS® I ABC-Е PERFECT EconomyLine
DESCRIPTION

HIMIFOS® I ABC-Е PERFECT is a multipurpose, monoammonium phosphate
based, dry chemical powder that is treated with flow promoting and moisture
repellent additives during manufacturing. Extinguishing powder HIMIFOS® I ABCЕ PERFECT has a long shelf life in original package and is suitable for charging
fire extinguishers, fixed fire extinguishing systems and fire fighting vehicles. It is
very effective on fires involving ordinary combustible materials such as wood,
paper, cotton, rubber, many types of plastics as well as fires involving flammable
liquids and energized electrical equipment up to 35 kV. Because of its versatility,
HIMIFOS® I ABC-Е PERFECT is most suitable for use on combination fires
involving Class A, B or C type fires together. HIMIFOS® I ABC-Е PERFECT can be
produced in yellow, blue and purple color.

APPLICATION

Applicable for training centers for fire fighters, volunteers, marine qualifications.

FOAM COMPATIBILITY

HIMIFOS® I ABC-Е PERFECT dry chemical powder is considered foam compatible.

LIMITATIONS

Per NFPA Standard 10 Portable Fire Extinguishers, ABC dry chemical powder is
not recommended for use on fires involving cooking grease or vegetable oils.

STORAGE

HIMIFOS® I ABC-Е PERFECT dry chemical powders are formulated for storage 2
/two/ years. Powder is stable at low temperatures down to -60oC, with an upper
storage limit of +80oC.
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Fire
Fighting
Foams
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DIMILEX® 1 % / 3 % AFFF PremiumLine
DESCRIPTION

DimiLex AFFF is highly effective synthetic aqueous film forming foam
concentrate based on surface active agents. A combination of surfactants, foam
stabilizers and antifreeze compounds fighting non-polar hydrocarbon fires.
The foam forms an aqueous film that rapidly cuts off the oxygen supply and
thus knocks down the fire. The film forms a stable blanket that suppresses the
release of flammable vapours and cools down the fuel surface extinguishing the
fire and preventing reignition.
The low surface tension of the water-foam solution enables the aqueous film to
float on top of the liquid surface.

PROPERTIES

Dimilex AFFF is designed for generating low expansion foam and owing to its
high foam density long throwing distances are achieved.

APPLICATION

DimiLex AFFF is used with most commonly available low expansion foam
equipment and installations for fighting fires of class A + B. Non-aspirating
equipment may be used for hydrocarbon fires where the aqueous film is active
even without expanded foam.
Dimilex AFFF is especially suited whenever rapid fire knockdown is essential. It is
ideal for any area where flammable non water miscible fuels are stored, handled
or consumed. It is compatible with dry chemical powders class A, B, C and D and
can be used in powder/foam twin agent systems.
Dimilex AFFF is typically used by fire brigades, in the petrochemical and
chemical industry, on airports, onshore and offshore, and in locations where
large fires have to be safely and reliably extinguished within a very short time.

PROPORTIONING

Dimilex AFFF can easily be proportioned at the correct dilution
using conventional equipment such as:
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•

Inline inductors.

•

Balanced pressure, variable flow proportioning systems.

•

Water turbine driven foam proportioners.

•

Self inducting branch pipes and nozzles.
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ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

Dimilex AFFF is formulated using specially selected raw materials, selected for
their fire performance and their environmental profile. Dimilex AFFF is
biodegradable and low in toxicity. The handling of spill of concentrate or foam
solutions shall how ever be made according to local regulations. Normally
sewage systems can dispose foam solution based on this type of foam
concentrate, but local sewage operators should be consulted in this respect. This
product contains NO PFOS or PFOA. Full details will be found in the Material
Safety Datasheet (MSDS).

STORAGE/SHELF LIFE

Stored in original unbroken packaging the product will have a long shelf life.
Shelf life minimum 10 years will be found in temperature climates. Freezing and
thawing will have no impact on the performance.
Synthetic foam concentrates should only be stored in stainless steel or plastic
containers. Since electromagnetic corrosion can occur at joints between different
metals when they are in contact with foam concentrate, only one type of material
should be used for pipelines, fittings, pumps, and tanks employed in the storage
of foam concentrates.

PACKAGING

We supply Dimilex AFFF in 25 kg drums, 200 kg drums and in 1000 kg
container. International approvals: EN 1568

PRODUCT NAME

DimiLex AFFF 1%

DimiLex AFFF 3%

CONCENTRATION

1%

3%

DENSITY AT 20°C

1.045 +/- 0,02 g/ml

pH

1.025 +/- 0,02 g/ml

6.5 - 8.5

6.5 - 8.5

< 20 mm2 /s

< 10 mm2 /s

FREEZING POINT

Between -20С and -250С

Between -20С and -250С

MELTING POINT

Between -10С and -240С

Between -10С and -240С

> 0,2%

> 0,2%

-250С  + 500С

-250С  + 500С

< 15

< 15

VISCOSITY AT 20°C

SUSPENDED SEDIMENT
(V/V)
STORAGE TEMPERATURE
EXPANSION
25% DRAINAGE TIME
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5 min.
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5 min.

DIMILEX® 3 % / 6 % AFFF GoldLine
DESCRIPTION

DimiLex AFFF is highly effective synthetic aqueous film forming foam
concentrate based on surface active agents. A combination of surfactants,
foam stabilizers and antifreeze compounds fighting non-polar hydrocarbon
fires.
The foam forms an aqueous film that rapidly cuts off the oxygen supply and
thus knocks down the fire. The film forms a stable blanket that suppresses
the release of flammable vapours and cools down the fuel surface
extinguishing the fire and preventing reignition.
The low surface tension of the water-foam solution enables the aqueous film
to float on top of the liquid surface.

PROPERTIES

Dimilex AFFF is designed for generating low expansion foam and owing to its
high foam density long throwing distances are achieved.

APPLICATION

DimiLex AFFF is used with most commonly available low expansion foam
equipment and installations for fighting fires of class A + B. Non-aspirating
equipment may be used for hydrocarbon fires where the aqueous film is
active even without expanded foam.
Dimilex AFFF is especially suited whenever rapid fire knockdown is essential.
It is ideal for any area where flammable non water miscible fuels are stored,
handled or consumed. It is compatible with dry chemical powders class A, B,
C and D and can be used in powder/foam twin agent systems.
Dimilex AFFF is typically used by fire brigades, in the petrochemical and
chemical industry, on airports, onshore and offshore, and in locations where
large fires have to be safely and reliably extinguished within a very short
time.

PROPORTIONING

Dimilex AFFF can easily be proportioned at the correct dilution
using conventional equipment such as:
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•

Inline inductors.

•

Balanced pressure, variable flow proportioning systems.

•

Water turbine driven foam proportioners.
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•
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

Self inducting branch pipes and nozzles.

Dimilex AFFF is formulated using specially selected raw materials, selected
for their fire performance and their environmental profile. Dimilex AFFF is
biodegradable and low in toxicity. The handling of spill of concentrate or
foam solutions shall how ever be made according to local regulations.
Normally sewage systems can dispose foam solution based on this type of
foam concentrate, but local sewage operators should be consulted in this
respect. This product contains NO PFOS or PFOA. Full details will be found in
the Material Safety Datasheet (MSDS).

STORAGE/SHELF LIFE

Stored in original unbroken packaging the product will have a long shelf life.
Shelf life minimum 10 years will be found in temperature climates. As with all
foams, shelf life depends on storage temperatures and conditions. Freezing
and thawing will have no impact on the performance.
Synthetic foam concentrates should only be stored in stainless steel or plastic
containers. Since electromagnetic corrosion can occur at joints between
different metals when they are in contact with foam concentrate, only one
type of material should be used for pipelines, fittings, pumps, and tanks
employed in the storage of foam concentrates.

PACKAGING

We supply Dimilex AFFF in 25 kg drums, 200 kg drums and in 1000 kg
container. International approvals: EN 1568

PRODUCT NAME
CONCENTRATION
DENSITY AT 20°C
pH
VISCOSITY AT 20°C
FREEZING POINT
MELTING POINT
SUSPENDED SEDIMENT
(V/V)
STORAGE TEMPERATURE
EXPANSION
25% DRAINAGE TIME
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DimiLex AFFF 3%

DimiLex AFFF 6%

3%

6%

1.015 +/- 0,01 g/ml

1.012 +/- 0,01 g/ml

6.5 - 8.5

6.5 - 8.5

< 10 mm2 /s

< 10 mm2 /s

Between -20С and -250С

Between -20С and -250С

Between -10С and -240С

Between -10С and -240С

> 0,2%

> 0,2%

-250С  + 500С

-250С  + 500С

>7

>7

> 2.3 min.
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> 2.3 min.

DIMILEX® F 3 % / 6 % GoldLine
DESCRIPTION

DimiLex F is effective synthetic foaming agent based on surfactants for
extinguishing fires of class A + B.
Foamer DimiLex F foam quickly creates a film, isolating the burning material
from oxygen and also has high cooling effect. The created foam suppresses the
release of flammable vapors, extinguishes the fire and prevents reignition.
Dimilex F is suitable for almost all types of equipment for foaming.

SPECIAL PROPERTIES

- Certified according to EN 1568;
- Production according to customer requirements
- High efficiency

APPLICATION

DimiLex F is used with most commonly available low expansion foam equipment
and installations for fighting fires of class A + B.
It is compatible with dry chemical powders class A, B, C and D and can be used
in powder/foam twin agent systems.
Dimilex F is typically used by fire brigades, in the petrochemical and chemical
industry, on airports, onshore and offshore, and in locations where large fires
have to be safely and reliably extinguished within a very short time.

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

Dimilex F is formulated using specially selected raw materials, selected for their
fire performance and their environmental profile.
Dimilex F is biodegradable and low in toxicity. The handling of spill of
concentrate or foam solutions shall how ever be made according to local
regulations.
Normally sewage systems can dispose foam solution based on this type of foam
concentrate, but local sewage operators should be consulted in this respect. This
product contains NO PFOS or PFOA. Full details will be found in the Material
Safety Datasheet (MSDS).

STORAGE/SHELF LIFE

Stored in original unbroken packaging the product will have a long shelf life.
Shelf life minimum 6 years will be found in temperature climates. As with all
foams, shelf life depends on storage temperatures and conditions. Freezing and
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thawing will have no impact on the performance.
Synthetic foam concentrates should only be stored in stainless steel or plastic
containers. Since electromagnetic corrosion can occur at joints between different
metals when they are in contact with foam concentrate, only one type of material
should be used for pipelines, fittings, pumps, and tanks employed in the storage
of foam concentrates.
PACKAGING

We supply Dimilex F in 25 kg drums, 200 kg drums and in 1000 kg container.
International approvals: EN 1568

PRODUCT NAME

DimiLex F 3%

DimiLex F 6%

CONCENTRATION

3%

6%

DENSITY AT 20°C

1.02 +/- 0,01 g/ml

pH

6.5 - 8.5

VISCOSITY AT 20°C

2

1.01 +/- 0,01 g/ml
6.5 - 8.5
2

< 10 mm /s

< 10 mm /s

FREEZING POINT

Between -20С and -250С

Between -20С and -250С

MELTING POINT

Between -10С and -240С

Between -10С and -240С

> 0,2%

> 0,2%

-250С  + 500С

-250С  + 500С

EXPANSION

≤ 20

≤ 20

25% DRAINAGE TIME

 4min.

 4min.

SUSPENDED SEDIMENT
(V/V)
STORAGE TEMPERATURE
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Dimilex TS EconomyLine
DESCRIPTION

This product is designed and applicable for training centers for fire fighters,
volunteers, marine qualifications

SPECIAL PROPERTIES
- Certified according to EN 1568;
-Positive environmental impact
STORAGE/SHELF LIFE

Stored in original unbroken packaging the product will have a long shelf life.
Shelf life minimum 3 years will be found in temperature climates. As with all
foams, shelf life depends on storage temperatures and conditions.
Synthetic foam concentrates should only be stored in stainless steel or plastic
containers. Since electromagnetic corrosion can occur at joints between different
metals when they are in contact with foam concentrate, only one type of material
should be used for pipelines, fittings, pumps, and tanks employed in the storage
of foam concentrates.

PACKAGING

We supply Dimilex TS in 25 kg drums, 200 kg drums and in 1000 kg container.
International approvals: EN 1568

PRODUCT NAME

DimiLex TS 3%

DimiLex TS 6%

CONCENTRATION

3%

6%

DENSITY AT 20°C

1.02 +/- 0,01 g/ml

pH

7.5

VISCOSITY AT 20°C

STORAGE TEMPERATURE
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1.01 +/- 0,01 g/ml

7.5

2

2

< 20 mm /s

< 20 mm /s

Up to + 50 С

Up to + 50 С
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Dimilex Class A EcoLine
DESCRIPTION

DimiLex class A is synthetic foam based surfactant. The combination of
hydrocarbon surfactants, stabilizers and antifreeze compounds are used for
extinguishing fires class A. DimiLex Class A contains no hazardous substances
and do not require special labeling for transport.

SPECIAL PROPERTIES

- Certified according to EN 1568;
- Production according to customer requirements
- High efficiency
- Positive environmental impact

APPLICATION

DimiLex Class A has perfect extinguishing properties for Class A fires by
providing deep penetration of water into the burning material. At low
concentrations it is highly effective for fighting forest fires.
DimiLex Class A can be used with both aspirating and non-aspirating discharge
devices. DimiLex Class A can be used with different types of nozzles It is
compatible with all fire extinguishing dry chemicals Class A, B, C and D.
Dimilex Class A may be used both as a wetting agent and as agent for
extinguishing fires class A. Effective percentage of forest fires is from 0.1% to
1.0%.

PACKAGING

We supply Dimilex Class A in 25 kg drums, 200 kg drums and in 1000 kg
container. International approvals: EN 1568

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

Formula Dimilex Class A is created with the help of specially selected materials
chosen for their fire performance and positive environmental impact.
Dimilex Class A is non-hazardous and biodegradable, gentle foliage in fighting
forest fires.

PRODUCT NAME
CONCENTRATION

DimiLex Class A

DimiLex Class B

0,1 + 1,0 %

1.0 %

Advisably 0,5 %
pH

6.5-8.5

VISCOSITY AT 20°C
STORAGE TEMPERATURE
EXPANSION
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2

< 20 mm /s
Up to + 50 С
≤ 20
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6.5-8.5
2

< 20 mm /s
Up to + 50 С
≤ 20
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